Mass production of fiends:
Toward a recognition of advanced production line of Daesh
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Fiendish people will pour out of every corner of the earth and won’t leave any safe place on the world. This
is the beginning of an Islamic prophecy of the Armageddon. In this myth, by polluting the earth with the
worst ignorance, it will be ready for the savior, so he can cleanse the earth from this unholiness, which is
deceiving ignorant people by the shell of the religion and committing the most horrifying crimes by the
name of the religion. Some crimes like the terroristic savagery of Daesh in France, have represented the
world before the savior (Better to call it Daesh not ISIS, because it’s not an actual state with nation).
Everyone got shocked by terroristic events of Paris, but why? Aren’t we hearing the same news from
Afghanistan, Syria, Yemen, and many other parts of the world in past few years? Wasn’t it a little before we
hear the screech of terrorism in in France that we heard the same terrible news about Lebanon, or the
blowing up of Russian airplane, or about hundreds of Iraqis getting blown to pieces like every day? Is the
Westernized mass media have deceived us again? Should you say that yet again, west is trapped by its antiMuslim Crusade feeling and is representing Muslims as “the others” (that means enemies)? We can’t deny
these; Neocons and other far right Conservatives are its evidence, which reminds us: insurgence of the
terrorists is because of the Jesus-like kindness while we needed the fury of Moses, but that’s not what this
article is about. Paris was an especial case, it was a new special beginning and the following reason will
back this theory up:
1. Daesh slaughtered people in streets, stadiums and concerts, it means there are no goals and when there is
no goal, everyone can be a goal. This means spreading fear, a fear that is more devastating that fascism and
Nazism. It is decentralized. It is demethodized. There is not mercy. After the slaughter, the audio file of
Daesh was released on the internet, which claimed that from now on, you can’t even go out for shopping
without fear of death.
2. Daesh is aiming not for France but the whole world. America, Italy, Iran, Iraq and everywhere else are
their targets! They have officially threatened everyone. It does not differentiate between Christians,
Muslims, Sonnies, Shias, sinners or saints. This floating fiend shook the world and suddenly, put a target on
everyone’s back. This is the secret of wide-spreading panic!
3. News of wars or civil wars of countries will get somewhat of a routine news, but Daesh strike at the heart
of the peace, the city of lovers, Paris! Moreover, it even informs the police beforehand to imply I am
stronger than the police are. Forget about the principle of intelligence that says, "Know it then prevent it". I
am a disaster that is going to happen and cannot be controlled.
4. The panic of Daesh terrorism in Paris was a slaughtering dread. This invisible fear is announced but still
has no signs and comes out of nowhere, like the alien enemies of the earth in Hollywood movies, kills
painfully, kills in public, kills barbarically, one by one or many at the same time, and it gets an orgasm by
others fear and watching their torture and by killing humankind. The killer enjoys, because it is filled with
hatred and revenge. This terrorist doesn’t see the victim like one of its own kind anymore because it has run
out of empathy. No human feelings are in it anymore. The more pain and suffering the others get, the more it
enjoys and Daeshi Individuality, if we choose such a name for it, is fascistic because it is the same as whole
Daesh and Daesh state. Daesh is a person, a community and a state at the same time (not the state in the
terms of we knows). A Daeshi is the Daesh itself and vice versa.
5. Daeshi seems invincible. It is already a martyr and witness in its mind. It made its choices: Suicide
bomber! It is armed with the most modern individual antisocial weapon. The bomb that he strapped to its
chest means the dying and living is the same for it. Its death means the death of many around it so it cannot
be attacked! It undermines our definition of courage and bravery. If it take hostage a group, none of them
can be a hero and save the others. With any sudden move, everyone will blow up and this already victorious
fiend, will stuns value rationality and instrumental rationality at the same time.

6. There is no end for Daeshi. It will put a new way in front of scourged poor people of our world, which is
an ever increasing of inequalities. The power of government and all political power of society will break at
the face of this floating fiend, and then nothing can put down this eruption of deadly flaming self-sacrificer.
Daesh says: If you see yourself hurt, then hurt! Turn the safeness of this world into commotion. Damaged
souls of the world; KILL! Your life is nothing but a slow death, at least make it exciting by killing those
who are standing above you and those who are quiet. In the world, which individual pleasure is known as
the most important thing and society is forgotten in market of everything and marketising everything, this is
the newest source of pleasure that came to the market! Soldiers of Daesh are coming from the pit of
inequality and discrimination. The pit that is a vast dungeon for humans in exile that turns them into
underground dwellers.
7. And so when democracy is shoved down into the throat of Middle East by war, the Middle East will hurl
and nothing will come out but terrorism. Daesh will force this democracy to its knees. Look at Paris, and the
other important cities of the Europe, and the entire world that felt the threat of Daesh. The image of cities
full of police, army, curfews and evections of here and there, and giving out personal rights to militarism!
Rights and freedom of choice, which a small part of it got spoon-fed to the society carefully and over the
years, now were offered to the security forces all together in a silver plate.
8. Should you be scared of the refugees? Yes! Because it’s not the time and the place for populistic slogans.
If the Western Europe and North America couldn’t deal with the slow and systematic immigrants from the
other countries, and couldn’t socialize them in western cultures, it’s no wonder that these countries would
face with the same problems tenfold when it comes to dealing with millions of refugees and by doing that
violent oppressed minorities will be mass produced. We are not talking about the society the way that it
should be. In the real world, there is no hope for accepting refugees with open arm. Just take a quick look at
refugee camps in Turkey and other counties that they pour into. Most of refugees are already dreaming of
revenge on the western world, on their own opposed countrymen, LGBTs, and liberal freedom which they
think it is aiming for their children’s faith and morals, they are thinking about taking revenge from this and
many other things. Who can show their well intention to them and primarily how much of the thing that we
call well intention is real?
9. Searching for the roots of this floating devilish fiend, violent fundamentalism, in holy books of Islam or
other religions are wrong that it is related to the pleasures of academic intellectualization. Practice of Daesh
is a modern solution for and ancient problematic. If your idea is not the modern political idea, which means
you don’t think about distribution of political power with dialogue and voting, and if you choose the old
reasoning of “I am the truth and anything else is wrong, so the others should be destroyed to preserve the
right”, you’ll get more horrifying as you choose more modern instrument. Getting to know the Daesh’s idea
should be with such a caution.
10. In religious books and sects, it is and it will be all about the argue of believers of deletion and
reconciliation or Conflict and tolerance. Fundamentalism and safeguarding the foundations is always one
side of this argument. For this reason, fundamentalism will come out of the religious status and areas of
debate and will preach the foundations of religion as the only way of salvation. But in general, you can find
the heads of Daesh and violent fundamentalism in the educated people of the modern universities. Not only
their killing tools are modern, their way of making ideology is modern too. Their communication methods
and tools are modern too and above all, they only can survive by modern mass media. Daeshi, shares its
terrifying slaughters like a virus through the internet for everyone to see. If the religious people in the
modern world use to do their best to show their religion as a logical humanist solution, Daesh isn’t afraid of
showing its infamous religion. Those who are not familiar with this new side of religious terrorism, only see
(or even add) the Quran and beads in the Daeshis’ photos, to show the Islam as the enemy and solve the
problem as simple as that. Even though Daesh is a religious problem, the main problem lies somewhere else.
Daeshi is familiar with the gun that has in its hand not the holy book! The most sacred things for him are its
bomb and gun. It lives with them and drowns the world and itself into its unsettled world with them. The
insurance for its redemption, its rise and demise are with the same tools, bombs and guns.
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